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Dear BCUC, I am wanting to put forth my input as a Resident of Vancouver island ICBC was
already allocated a $50.00 dollar new unlisted driver's license fee to tack onto the residents of
this province late this summer of 2019 now ICBC is asking for a rate increase of 6.3 percent
now when considering this is seems like it's a small amount to ask for but we as residents are
constantly being asked to dig into our pockets and continuously bail ICBC out of debt???
when will you as residents making this decision on our behalf say enough is enough Dave Eby
is trying to put caps on insurance claims of injured indviduals who may not be cappable of
going to work or have to undergo multiple surgeries and have life alterning effects but it's ok
to not offer fair settlements appose to going to court ICBC gouges the residents of this
province and has already shown lack of mismanagement on there part to handle money in a
cost effective measure there are no savings to British Columbians on insurance by you
allowing ICBC to get the green light your saying it's ok to poorly manage the Crown
Corporation and gouge the residents of this province... Not only are we taking a hit financially
but where allowing people to make the wrong decisions.. we also see that of tow truck's who
are poorly paid that risk there lives of the injured people who have been in accidents and
theres no just cause there not gouging people because ICBC doesnt pay them a fair amount for
impounds or recovery rates being below minimum wage but they still get the job done and
provide a fair service and should be acknowledged more so then that of the ICBC I was in a
accident and the tow truck said he made $12.00 dollars a day on storage how do they feed
there family's there not entitled to 6.3% rate Increases... Let's put a stop to this rate increase
and tell ICBC that the residents say no to rate Increases and let the dying ship sink once and
for all because they need a wake up call $50,000 plus dollars in bonuses to CEOs and
managers is not acceptable cut the bonuses out and the one hundred thousand dollar salaries
down by half and they would save money.. I hope my voice and anyone elses voice is heard
who has made a comment

